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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of plants is time-consuming and involves considerable levels of data acquisition. This is possibly one reason why the integration of genetic variability into 3D architectural models has so far been
largely overlooked. In this study, an allometry-based approach was developed to account for architectural variability in
3D architectural models of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) as a case study. Allometric relationships were used to model
architectural traits from individual leaflets to the entire crown while accounting for ontogenetic and morphogenetic gradients. Inter- and intra-progeny variabilities were evaluated for each trait and mixed-effect models were used to estimate
the mean and variance parameters required for complete 3D virtual plants. Significant differences in leaf geometry (petiole length, density of leaflets, and rachis curvature) and leaflet morphology (gradients of leaflet length and width) were
detected between and within progenies and were modelled in order to generate populations of plants that were consistent
with the observed populations. The application of mixed-effect models on allometric relationships highlighted an interesting trade-off between model accuracy and ease of defining parameters for the 3D reconstruction of plants while at the
same time integrating their observed variability. Future research will be dedicated to sensitivity analyses coupling the
structural model presented here with a radiative balance model in order to identify the key architectural traits involved in
light interception efficiency.
Key words: Allometric relationship, Elaeis guineensis, genetic variability, mixed-model, plant architecture, three-dimensional
reconstruction.

Introduction
Understanding how plants intercept and use solar radiation is
a necessary step for enhancing their performance. Plant architecture, defined as the combination of plant topology and

organ geometry (Godin et al., 1999), plays a key role in collecting light. Many aerial architectural traits have been shown
to influence light interception, such as internode and petiole
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quantitative trait loci (QTL) with model parameters (Chenu
et al., 2009; Letort et al., 2008). Pioneering studies were
dedicated to simple plant functions, such as leaf expansion
rate (Reymond et al., 2003) or specific leaf area (Yin et al.,
1999). More recently, marker-based crop models, estimating
values of ecophysiological parameters from genetic markers, were used to explore potential yield improvement and
support breeding strategies (Gu et al., 2014). Regarding 3D
representations of plants, few models have been calibrated
for different genotypes (Casella and Sinoquet, 2003; Rey
et al., 2008); so far, none of them have dealt with the genetic
control of architectural variability.
Usually, models integrate genotypic differences by quantifying genetic parameters via phenotypic mean values, thus
neglecting inter-individual variability (Louarn et al., 2008).
Such an approach can be applied when plants are genetically
fixed, as in the case of many annual crops or some tree clones
(e.g. rubber trees, Eucalyptus), but this might lead to oversimplification when progenies have been subjected to large genetic
segregation and grown directly in field conditions [e.g. oil palm
(Elaeis guineensis), maize (Zea mays) or Coffea)]. In such case,
the use of mixed-effect models is particularly interesting because
they take account of both inter- and intra-progeny variability.
The principal goal of this study was to account for the architectural variability among individuals and among progenies in
a 3D modelling approach. Oil palm (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) is
a convenient model for such a study because it exhibits a simple
architectural topology following the Corner model, characterized by a mono-axial shoot producing phytomers in regular
succession (Halle and Oldman, 1970). An adult oil palm bears
30–50 opened leaves disposed in a radial symmetry (Rees,
1964). Its structural complexity results from its leaf geometry:
each leaf is pinnate, being divided into a petiole and a rachis
bearing leaflets. The junction of the petiole and rachis (called
point C) is recognizable from the presence of small leaflets with
vestigial laminae. The rachis cross section is wide and asymmetrical at point C (with a flat adaxial side and a convex abaxial side) and becomes gradually circular from so-called point B
(mid-rachis) and point A (rachis extremity). In optimal growing conditions, the number of leaves produced per year varies
from 30 to 40 in plants of 2–4 years of age and then declines
to 20–25 leaves per year from 8 years old onwards (Corley and
Tinker, 2003). Leaf size increases up to the adult stage (8 years)
with the result that, for a given individual, leaf size is observed
to increase distally along the stem.
The long duration between consecutive generations of oil
palm together with the difficulty of producing clonal plants
prevents the generation of fixed lines and thus obliges breeders to adopt complex breeding schemes based on biparental
crosses between heterozygous parents. Hence, most oil palms
cultivated in the world are dura × pisifera crosses, displaying
large intra-genotypic variability. Genetic analyses of oil palm
have been mainly carried out on yield components or on traits
involved in oil and fruit quality (Billote et al., 2010). High
heritabilities have been found for quantitative traits related
to bunch components and many QTL associated with these
traits have been detected (Rance et al., 2001). Moreover, several characters controlled by a single gene have been reported,
such as shell thickness, leaflet lamina development (Corley and
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length (Takenaka 1994; Sarlikioti et al., 2011), and leaf area
density and spatial distribution of leaves (Falster and Westoby
2003; Willaume et al., 2004; Parveau et al., 2008). Plant architecture also affects microclimatic conditions (organ temperature, hygrometry, and light environment), which are known to
influence biological and physiological processes such as photosynthesis and leaf transpiration (Niinemets 2007; Vos et al.,
2010). Moreover, since plant architecture changes over time,
the relevant developmental stages along with temporally variable aspects of morphology and topology must be taken into
account when describing plant architecture (Barthélémy and
Caraglio, 2007).
Biophysical models (e.g. light interception models, energy
balance models) can be applied to three-dimensional (3D)
plant representations to evaluate the influence of architectural traits on plant performance. These models can be built
from explicit descriptions of plant topology and organ geometry (Vos et al., 2010). One strategy is to record 3D points
of interests using digitizing methods (Sinoquet et al, 1997;
Godin et al., 1999; Sonohat et al., 2006; Louarn et al., 2008);
however, digitizing whole-plant architecture is time-consuming and is not adapted to fully describe large plants (Parveau
et al., 2008) or many individuals. Alternatively, allometric
relationships combined with sampling strategies can be used
to reconstruct plant architecture from the scale of the single organ to the entire plant stand (Casella and Sinoquet,
2003; Rey et al., 2008). Such allometric relationships reflect
the morphological relationships between plant components
at different scales of organization. Recent methods based on
image processing or 3D LiDAR scanning are likely to improve
data collection efficiency in the future (Phattaralerphong and
Sinoquet, 2005; Côté et al., 2009; Hackenberg et al., 2014).
Reducing the time needed for data acquisition is crucial for quantitative genetic studies or plant breeding programmes aiming to study architectural traits (Sakamoto
and Matsuoka, 2004; Segura et al., 2006). Studies on different species have demonstrated large genotypic variability
in architectural traits and revealed genetic polymorphism
associated with this variability (Bradshaw and Stettler,
1995; Plomion et al., 1996; Wu and Stettler, 1998; Wang
and Li, 2005; Segura et al., 2008b; Ben Sadok et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2015). Inter- and intra-genotypic variability can
be estimated by quantitative genetic models. These models
allow the estimation of (co)variance components, that is,
partitioning of the total observed variance into its causal
components, in particular variance due to genetic and environmental effects (Gallais, 1990; Smith et al., 2005). These
analyses are mainly based on mixed-effect models and allow
the estimation of genotypic values, trait heritability, and
genetic correlations between variables (Segura et al., 2008a).
Currently, several crop models integrate genotype-dependent parameters related to plant phenology, light interception, light conversion efficiency, or responses to abiotic
conditions (Hammer et al., 2010; Casadebaig et al., 2011).
In such approaches, genotypes are represented by a set of
parameters estimated directly through dedicated experiments and, for the most part, independently of each other
(Tardieu, 2003; Lecœur et al., 2011). Others studies also
include genetic parameters, combining allelic effects from
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Material and methods
Architectural description
The description of the geometry of plant components and their
topological arrangement was carried out at two scales of organization: plant scale and leaf scale (Table 1). At the plant scale, attributes
related to stem (height H and basal diameter D) and crown (number
of leaves and phyllotaxis φ) were defined. At the leaf scale, petiole,
rachis, and leaflet geometry was characterized as well as the spatial
organization of leaflets along the rachis.
Leaves were topologically positioned along the stem depending on their insertion rank, where leaf rank 1 corresponded to the
youngest leaf displaying fully unfolded leaflets (Corley and Tinker,
2003). Three types of attributes were considered to account for leaf
geometry: (i) dimensional attributes (rachis length Lrac and petiole
length Lp); (ii) structural attributes (number of leaflets NbLft); and
(iii) attributes related to leaf orientation and angle along the rachis.
Leaf curvature, deviation, and twist were described respectively by
functions of the elevation angle (δ), azimuth angle (Δ), and twist
angle (θ) along consecutive segments of rachis (see Fig. 1A). Leaflets
were characterized by their dimensions (length L and width w) and
their insertion angles on rachis (α and ρ; see Fig. 1B).
Model description
In this experiment, plants had not yet reached the mature stage so leaf
size was still increasing along the stem with plant age. The methodology used to describe organ geometry and their changes within the
plant topology was based on positional information (Prusinkiewicz
et al., 2001). We assumed that, over the considered developmental
stage (3–4 years after planting), the allometric relationships governing
the shape of the leaf and leaflets were invariant and that only their
dimensions evolved with plant age. Conversely, the ratio of petiole
length to rachis length (ratioL), the relative position of point B on
the rachis (PosBrel), and the gradients of leaflet geometry (shape and
angles) along the rachis were assumed to be identical for all the leaves
of a given individual, at least for the studied plant ages.
Modelling morphogenetic gradients Linear, logistic, and polynomial
functions were used to model geometric gradients of plant components according to temporal or spatial variables (Tables 2 and 3).
As far as possible, functions were designed parsimoniously (low
number of parameters), with parameters related to the observable
geometrical properties and minimizing mean square error and bias
between observed and simulated values.

Table 1 Symbols and abbreviations
Field observations
Plant scale
∑leaves
HC*
HA*
H
D
φ
Leaf scale
Rk

Plant age expressed as the number of leaves emitted since
planting date
Height of rachis point C from the ground (cm)
Height of rachis point A from the ground (cm)
Stem height (cm)
Stem basal diameter (cm)
Phyllotaxis (degrees)

Leaf rank: spatial position of the leaf on stem (leaf rank 1 at
stem top)
Rachis length (cm)
Lrac
Petiole length (cm)
Lp
NbLft
Number of leaflets per leaf
Pos
Metric position on rachis
Declination at point C: angle from the vertical axis to rachis
δC
axis at petiole tip (degrees)
Declination at point A: angle from the vertical axis to rachis
δA
axis at rachis tip (degrees)
Rachis curvature: evolution of declination along rachis
δ
(degrees)
Rachis deviation: projection angle of rachis in an horizontal
Δ
plan (degrees)
Rachis twist: rotation angle of rachis from the horizontal plan
θ
(degrees)
Area*
Leaf area (m2)
RkLft
Leaflet rank: rank of leaflet along the rachis (leaflet rank 1 at
point C)
Leaflet length at point B (cm)
LB
Leaflet maximum width at point B (cm)
WB
L
Leaflet length (cm)
W
Leaflet maximum width (cm)
w
Leaflet width (cm)
Leaflet axial insertion: azimuth angle of leaflet midrib
α
projected on the local rachis plan (degrees)
Leaflet radial insertion: elevation angle of leaflet midrib
ρ
projected on the local rachis plan (degrees)
Leaflet area (cm2)
AreaLft*
Calculated variables
Ratio of petiole length to rachis length
ratioL
FreqLft
Ratio of leaflets number to rachis length
Relative metric position on rachis
Posrel
Relative metric position of point B on rachis
PosBrel
Relative metric position on leaflet midrib
PosLftrel
Relative leaflet rank
RankLftrel
Relative leaflet length (relative to all leaflets on rachis)
Lrel
Relative leaflet maximum width (relative to all leaflets on
Wrel
rachis)
Relative leaflet width (relative to all positions along leaflet
wrel
midrib)

* variables used to assess model reconstruction

At the plant scale, two variables were introduced to account for
morphogenetic gradients of leaves in the crown: the number of
leaves emitted from planting date (∑leaves) and the leaf rank (Rk)
(Table 1). The evolution of rachis length (Lrac) over time was estimated as a linear function of ∑leaves (eq3 in Table 2 and Table 3).
Rk was used to model the evolution of rachis declination at point C
along the stem [δC (eq6)].
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Tinker, 2003), and, more recently, oil deterioration (Morcillo
et al., 2013). Nevertheless, except for coarsely defined traits
related to characteristics such as leaf area, rachis length, or
stem height (Rance et al., 2001; Corley and Tinker, 2003), no
detailed analysis combining genotypic variability and architectural traits of oil palm has been performed up to now.
The modelling approach presented here couples mixedeffect models with a 3D architectural model based on oil
palm. The major architectural traits that are likely to govern
light interception (leaf and leaflet geometries) were studied
and analysed in terms of their variability between and within
progenies. Observations were performed on 60 individuals
among five progenies of different genetic origins. Linear and
nonlinear allometric relationships were designed for modelling the selected traits and combined with mixed-effect models
to explore the significance of intra- and inter-progeny effects.
The trait variabilities estimated by these models were finally
used to parameterize the reconstruction of 3D mock-ups
representative of the variability observed in the field between
individuals and between progenies.
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At the leaf scale, the relative metric position on the rachis (Posrel
= Pos/Lrac) was used to describe the evolution of the rachis segment
angles [elevation δ (eq6, eq7, and eq8); azimuth Δ (eq9); and twist θ
(eq10)]. Similarly, geometrical attributes [length (eq14), width (eq15),
and insertion angle (eq19 and eq20)] of leaflets were determined
according to their relative position along the rachis (Posrel). Finally,
the relative metric position of the leaflet midrib [PosLftrel (eq11)] was
introduced for modelling leaflet shape (evolution of width, eq18).
Modelling organ dimensions Once organ geometry was modelled by
allometric functions describing relative proportions (variables with
subscript ‘rel’), ‘scaling’ functions were applied to estimate their
absolute value (variables expressed as a function of ∑leaves or Lrac;
Table 2). The number of leaflets borne by the rachis was predicted
by a logistic function of rachis length (eq5; Table 2).
Leaflet dimensions were estimated from linear relationships
between rachis length and leaflet dimension at point B (eq12 and
eq13). Absolute dimensions of leaflets (L, W) along the rachis were
estimated using their relative values (Lrel, Wrel), that is, relative to the
longest (largest) leaflets on the rachis, and rescaling them using the
absolute values LB and WB (eq14 and 15).
Model calibration
Plant material and growing conditions Measurements were performed
at an experimental plantation of the SMART Research Institute
(SMARTRI, Smart Tbk.) located in South Sumatra province,
Indonesia (2° 59′ 27.99″ S, 104° 45′ 24.24″ E). The trial was set up
in 2010, ~18 months after seedling germination. The genetic material studied was composed of 25 progenies of tenera hybrids selected
by the PalmElit Company and SMARTRI using several criteria: production of fresh fruit bunches, oil yield, stem growth, precocity of
production, and parent origins. The experimental design was a Fisher
block design of five blocks subdivided into 25 elementary parcels, each
parcel including 25 trees of the same progeny (see Supplementary Fig.
S1). The planting density was 136 plants ha−1 in a 9.5 m equilateral
triangular pattern whatever the progeny. For this study, we selected
five progenies (hereafter referred to as DA1, DL7, DS, DU, and DY4)
in view of their different morphologies, diversity of origins (Asian and

African origins), and their architecture. All progenies were known to
have a good production performance (see Supplementary Table S1).
The site is characterized by a tropical humid climate, considered as
optimal conditions for oil palm cultivation.
Data collection Architectural measurements were performed on plants
located in the same experimental block in order to reduce sources of
heterogeneity (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Every 6 months from
December 2010 to November 2014, coarse-scale measurements (rachis
length, stem basal diameter, and number of leaflets) were made for each
individual (5 progenies × 25 plants × 6 dates). The number of observations per progeny was dependent on the type of measurements (see
Supplementary Table S2). Numerous detailed measurements were subsequently collected 39 months after planting (MAP; April 2014) and
used to define the allometric relationships. A second set of data was collected at 47 MAP (November 2014) for a larger number of individuals
(between 6 and 12 plants per progeny) for a more detailed assessment
of trait variability among progenies. For allometric relationships related
to ontogenetic gradients, that is, dependent on plant age, model calibration was performed on data collected from 6 to 47 MAP.
Estimated variables Analyses of data collected at 39 MAP showed
that sampling 10 leaflets was sufficient to simulate accurately the leaf
area and the leaf shape (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Similarly, the
marked leaf symmetry observed meant that we could limit measurements to only one side of the leaf (see Supplementary Figs S2 and S3).
Each leaf was labelled as soon as it was fully open, thus enabling us
to count the leaves emitted per plant since planting date (∑leaves). Leaf
area (Area) was estimated by dividing the leaf into 10 equal sections
along the rachis. On each section, the number of leaflets was counted
on both sides and a median leaflet was chosen for which length and
width of segments (in five regular intervals along the leaflet midrib)
were measured to estimate the entire individual leaflet area (AreaLft).
This approach considered the leaflet as a sum of trapezes. For each
rachis section, total leaflet area was approximated by multiplying the
individual leaflet area by the number of leaflets on the corresponding
section. Leaf area was finally obtained as the combined sum area of
the 10 sections (Talliez and Ballo Koffi, 1992).
Leaf curvature and deviation along the rachis were estimated
by measuring distances between control points along the rachis
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Fig. 1 Geometric variables for assessing and generating 3D oil palm architecture. (A) Variables at the plant and leaf scale. Elevation angles (δ) are
measured from the vertical reference zC. Rachis azimuth (∆) is measured through the projected points along the rachis on (xC,yC) plane. Phyllotaxis (φ) is
measured as the azimuth angle from one leaf insertion relatively to the following one. Rachis twist (θ) is measured as the rotation angle of the rachis local
plane from a vertical plane. (B) Detailed top view of a leaf in horizontal plane. Leaflet lengths (L) and widths (W) are measured in a sample of 10 leaflets
per leaf. Axial insertion (azimuth angles αn) is measured with reference to local rachis planes (xn,yn). (C) Detailed front view of a leaf in a transverse plane to
the rachis axis. Radial insertion (elevation angle ρn) is measured with reference to local rachis planes (zn, yn). Definitions and symbols are given in Table 1.
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Table 2 Allometric relationships (functions f1 to f10 refer to the functions presented in Table 3). See Table 1 for variable meanings
Predicted variable

Explanative variable

Equation

Parameters meaning

Stem scale
H (cm)

∑leaves

(eq 1) H = f3(∑leaves)

D (cm)

Lrac

(eq 2) D = f2(Lrac)

h0: stem height at planting date
hg: growth rate factor
Dmax: maximum basal diameter
Dslp: slope factor at inflexion point
LD infl: rachis length at inflexion points

Leaf scale
Lrac (cm)

∑leaves

(eq 3) Lrac = f1(∑leaves)

Lp (cm)
NbLft

Lrac (cm)
Lrac (cm)

(eq 4) Lp = ratioL. Lrac
(eq 5) NbLft = f2(Lrac)

δC (º)

Rk

(eq 6) δC = f1(Rk)

δC int: intercept
δC slp: slope

δA (º)

δC (º)

(eq 7) δA = f2(δC)

δA max: maximum declination at point A
δA slp: slope factor at inflexion point
δA infl: δC angle at inflexion points

Lrac int: intercept
Lrac slp: slope
ratioL: ratio of petiole length to rachis length
Nbmax: maximum number of leaflets per leaf
Nbslp: slope factor at inflexion point
LNb infl: rachis length at inflexion points

Posrel

(eq 8) δ = δC +f4(Posrel) (δA−δC)

Δsf: evolution of curvature along the rachis

Posrel

(eq 9) Δ = Δa. f4(Posrel)

Δa: deviation angle at point A
Δsf: evolution of deviation along the rachis

θ (º)

Posrel

(eq 10) θ = f5(Posrel)

PosLftrel
LB (cm)

RankLftrel
Posrel

(eq 11) PosLftrel = f4(RankLftrel)
(eq 12) LB = f1(Lrac)

WB (cm)

Posrel

(eq 13) WB = f1(Lrac)

Lrel

Posrel

(eq 14) Lrel = f6(Posrel)

Wrel

Posrel

(eq 15) Wrel = f7(Posrel)

θa: twist angle at point A
θs: evolution of twist along the rachis
dLft: evolution of inter-leaflet distance along the rachis
LB int: intercept
LB slp: slope
WB int: intercept
WB slp: slope
lc: Lrel at point C
pL: relative position of the longest leaflet on rachis
la: Lrel at point A
wc: Wrel at point C
pW: relative position of the largest leaflet on rachis
wa: Wrel at point A

L (cm)
W (cm)
Wrel

Posrel
Posrel
Posrel, PosLftrel

(eq 16) L = Lrel LB/f6(PosBrel)
(eq 17) W = Wrel. WB/f7(PosBrel)
(eq 18) wrel = f8(Posrel, PosLftrel)

α (º)

Posrel

(eq 19) α = f9(Posrel)

αc: leaflet axial insertion angle at point C
αs: decreasing factor of axial angle along rachis
αa: leaflet axial insertion angle at point A

ρ (º)

Posrel

(eq 20) ρ = f10(Posrel)

ρc: leaflet radial insertion angle at point C
ρ0.5: radial insertion angle on middle rachis length

and their projections on a horizontal plane (10 points per leaf).
Projection distances were used afterwards to estimate deviation and
elevation angles of leaves along the stem.
Analyses of inter-individual variability and differences among progenies A first analysis was aimed at assessing architectural variability between and within progenies at 47 MAP (Fig. 1). For the
variables not related to rachis length (∑leaves, Φ, H, and ∂C), oneway ANOVA were performed with progeny effect. Conversely, when
variables were correlated with rachis length, analyses of covariance
(ANCOVA) were performed without interaction but considering a
genotype and a rachis length effect. For all the variables, Tukey’s
tests were used for post hoc comparisons. The homoscedasticity
of variables and normality of model residuals were verified using
Levene’s and Shapiro–Wilks’ tests respectively.
For evaluating the variability of a trait within a progeny and comparing it to the variability between progenies, we defined an interfamily broad-sense heritability (h2) as the ratio of progeny variance

PosBrel: relative position of point B on rachis
pw: relative position of maximum width on leaflet
sl: leaflet shape factor

to total variance (h2 = σ2progeny/σ2total) (Gallais, 1990). This index was
calculated for each phenotypic trait at 47 MAP, using the restricted
maximum likelihood method (Corbeil and Searle, 1976) to estimate
progeny and residual variances (the total variance being given by the
sum of both progeny and residual variances). In a second step, the
study focused on variables affected by ontogenetic and morphogenetic
gradients. Because these variables change over time and space, statistical analyses were performed directly on the allometric relationships
to test for differences among and within progenies. Allometric relationships were adjusted on different data sets: all data gathered (null
model), data sorted per progeny (progeny model), and data sorted
per plant (individual model). A likelihood ratio test was then carried
out using a Chi-squared test (χ2) to compare models (null, progeny,
and individual) and to assess inter-progeny and intra-progeny effects.
Likelihoods of progeny models were calculated in reference to the
total variance, whereas likelihoods of individual models were calculated in reference to the intra-progeny variance for each progeny.
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δ (º)
Δ (º)
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Table 3 Functions used in the allometric relationships
f1 ( x ) = int + x × slp
f2 ( x ) =

max
1+ e4 × slp( x infl − x )

f3 ( x ) = h0 e hg × x
f4 ( x ) =

(1+ sf ) x 2
1+ sf × x 2

f5 ( x ) = θ a x 3θ s

(1− lc ) x + ( lc − 1) x 2 , if x ≤ p
L
 lc + 2
pL
pL2

f6 ( x ) = 
and pL ∈ ]0,1[
1+ ( la − 1) ( x − pL )2 ,
if
x
p
>
L
 (1 − pL )2


f8 ( u,v ) =

v p −1(1 − v )q −1
pw

where:
p and q are functions of pw and sl
pw = f1(u)
sl = f1(u)
f9 ( x ) = α c 2 + 2 α c α s x + α a2 − α c2 + 2 α cα a  x 3
 ρc + 4 x ( ρ0.5 − ρc ) (1 − x ) ,
f10 ( x ) = 
4 bx ( x − 1) ,

if x ≤ 0.5
if x > 0.5

The number of estimated parameters varied depending on the
considered function and the significance of progeny and individual effects. If both progeny and individual effects were significant,
model parameters were then estimated by performing hierarchical
mixed-effects models, considering the individual plant (intra-progeny) effect as a random effect nested within a fixed progeny effect,
expressed as a matrix (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) as:
y ijk = f ( x ijk ;ϕ ij ) + ε ijk ε ijk ~ N(0,σ 2 )
ϕ ij = A ijβ i + B ijb ij,b ij ~ N (0, ψ i ) , b ij ~ N( 0, ψ i )
where f represents one of the allometric relationships presented
(Table 3), yijk labels the kth observation of the jth individual of the ith
progeny, xijk is the covariate vector related to this observation, and
εijk represents model residuals (assumed to be independent and identically distributed). The vector φij represents the model parameters
associated with the jth individual of the ith progeny, βi is the vector
of fixed effects related to the ith progeny, and bij is the random effect
vector associated with the jth individual of progeny i. In other words,
bij represents the deviation of the φij from the mean parameter βi
due to the jth individual. Aij and Bij are incidence matrices and ψi
is the variance-covariance matrix associated with the progeny i.
Consequently, for each function used to predict trait values, the progeny effect is related to the mean parameter (βi) of the model whereas
the individual effect defines variance parameters (ψi) of the model. In
cases where only the inter-progeny effect was significant, only mean
parameters and model residuals were estimated for each progeny.

Model simulation and validations
Simulations of palm mock-up A dedicated oil palm simulation model
(VPalm) was developed using the basis of a former simulator of
coconut palms (Dauzat and Eroy, 1997). VPalm was written using
object-oriented programming in Java language as an application of
the AMAPstudio software suite (Griffon and de Coligny, 2014). The
VPalm simulator enabled us to rebuild the topological structure of the
palm through decomposition into elementary components organized
along a multiscale tree graph (Godin and Caraglio, 1998). The simulator was designed for integrating the allometric relationships (Table 2)
needed to render the plant topology and its 3D geometry. Each individual palm was reconstructed from an input file generated to account
for the progeny parameterization as well as individual variability. The
random sampling procedure of R (R Development Core Team, 2015)
was used to generate random individual parameters by combining
estimated mean parameters associated with progeny effect (βi) with
variance-covariance matrices associated with individual effect (ψi)
when significant. Even if significant, individual effects were not considered if the explanatory variables of the allometric relationship were
estimated using individual effects (like NbLft for instance) to avoid
any over-parameterization. In other words, we assumed that the variance component linked to the explanatory variable (e.g. rachis length)
was sufficiently spread into the response and consequently did not
require the estimation of individual variance components. Twentyfive random VPalm parameters files were created in this way to generate 25 virtual individuals for each progeny that were subsequently laid
out to reproduce the experimental parcels at 47 MAP.
Assessing model reconstruction Different variables were extracted
from the 3D simulated mock-ups with the Xplo software of
AMAPstudio to compare their value with field observations in terms
of root mean square error (RMSE), normalized RMSE (NRMSE),
and bias, defined as follows:
RMSE = √ ∑ ni =1 ( si − mi ) / √ n NRMSE = RMSE / ( ∑ ni =1 mi / n )
Bias = ∑ ni =1 ( si − mi ) / n
2

with si and mi the ith simulated and measured values and n the number of observations.
The accuracy of model prediction was evaluated for variables
related to leaf and leaflet geometry (rachis and petiole lengths, leaflet length and width, leaf and leaflet angles). Inspecting the potential
errors resulting from the successive assembly of allometric relationships was crucial. As an example, the area of leaflets along the
rachis (AreaLft) combined several allometric relationships (eq3, eq5,
and eq11–18 in Table 2) needed to reproduce accurately morphogenetic gradients. Similarly, the height of the rachis tip (HA; Fig. 1)
depended on many intermediate variables (stem height, leaf length,
and leaf curvature) and we therefore checked the simulated values
against measurements for different leaf ranks. Finally, the simulated
variances computed after running 25 random simulations were compared to the observed variances using Fisher’s test.
All statistical analyses presented above were performed with R
software and the parameters of mixed-effect models were estimated
using the ‘nlme’ package of R.

Results
Progeny effect at 47 months after planting
At the plant scale, progeny effect was highly significant
(P < 0.001) for the number of leaves emitted since planting
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The inter-progeny coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated by
dividing the SD of the mean values of each progeny by the overall
mean. The intra-progeny CV was calculated for each progeny as the
SD of individual parameters estimated by the mixed-effect model
(√ψi) divided by the corresponding mean value.
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scale, the tendency to increase leaf length during plant development (Lracslp) displayed low variability between progenies
(Fig. 2A; CV = 0.06). The variability in the declination of the
leaf at point C (δC) with leaf rank indicated that trends in
leaf bending along the stem varied by progeny (Fig. 2B). The
progeny DU presented a steep increase in δC with leaf rank
(δCslp = 1.67º rank−1) whereas DS displayed a slower increase
in δC (δCslp = 1.33º rank−1). For leaflet shape, the relative position of the longest leaflet (pwL) and the relative position of the
largest leaflet (pw) presented low variabilities between progenies compared to leaflet length and width at rachis extremities (lc, la, wc, and wa) (Fig. 2C, D). Parameter values per
progeny for all the allometric relationships are summed up in
Supplementary Table S3.
Likelihood ratio tests revealed significant individual effects
for all variables except for stem basal diameter (Table 5).
Some variables (Lrac, δC, Lrel, and Wrel) showed a highly significant individual effect for all progenies, contrary to other
variables (NbLft, LB, WB) for which intra-progeny differences
were only significant for some progenies. The highest intraprogeny variability was detected for the leaflet relative length
at point C (lc), which exhibited a CV varying from 0.21 to
0.92 within progenies.

Progeny and individual effects on allometry

Assessment of mean prediction per progeny As
expected, when data were used directly to calibrate the
model (Fig. 3A), the predictions were close to observations
with a NRMSE < 0.08 and a low bias. Simulated petiole
length (Lp) was slightly overestimated (bias = 5.79 cm),
probably because the ratio of petiole to rachis length was
calibrated using older leaves that were more accessible
for measurements than those used for model validation.

Likelihood ratio tests between nested models (null model,
progeny model, individual model) highlighted the significance
(P < 0.001) of progeny effects for all the studied variables.
For instance, at the plant scale, the growth rate parameter
hg was significantly different between progenies (hg = 0.021
for DA1 and hg = 0.025 for the other progenies). At the leaf

Assessment of model reconstruction

Table 4 Mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) observed per progeny and estimated heritability (broad sense) for the variables
(data collected 47 MAP). Leaf rank refers to the ranks on which observations were done. Significance levels of progeny effects
correspond to the P-value of ANOVA and ANCOVA
Progeny
Variables
Plant scale
∑leaves
φ (º)
H (cm)
D (cm)
Leaf scale
Lrac (cm)
ratioL
Lp (cm)
NbLft
FreqLft
δc (º)
LB (cm)
WB (cm)
Area (m2)

Leaf rank

DA1

DL7

DS

DU

DY4

Heritability

-

116 (3) a
136.7 (0.5)

111 (2) b
137.1 (1)

115 (2) a
136.9 (1)

108 (4) c
137.0 (0.7)

109 (3) bc
136.6 (0.4)

0.58 ***
<0.01 n.s.

-

90 (9)
75 (6) a

84 (13)
78 (7) a

86 (9)
74 (6) a

78 (13)
63 (4) b

84 (20)
80 (7) a

0.02 n.s.
0.53 ***

32 ± 6
32 ± 6
32 ± 6
34 ± 6
34 ± 6
17 ± 2

340 (28) b
0.32 (0.03) a
96 (18) a
247 (7) bc
0.72 (0.03) c
34 (5) a

326 (18) b
0.25 (0.02) b
73 (16) b
243 (10) c
0.76 (0.05) ab
38 (4) a

340 (20) c
0.23 (0.02) c
71 (15) c
263 (16) a
0.79 (0.07) a
35 (7) a

343 (23) ab
0.27 (0.02) b
76 (21) bc
244 (16) c
0.73 (0.05) b
39 (5) a

352 (34) a
0.25 (0.03) b
87 (13) ab
255 (8) ab
0.73 (0.06) b
37 (5) a

0.21 ***
0.63 ***†
0.29 ***†
0.26 ***†
0.28 ***†
0.12 *

31 ± 6
31 ± 6
30 ± 4

79 (6) a
4.3 (0.4) bc
3.7 (0.2) a

69 (4) c
4.1 (0.3) c
2.7 (0.2) b

77 (5) ab
4.4 (0.3) b
3.3 (0.4) a

75 (3) b
5.0 (0.3) a
3.5 (0.1) a

76 (5) b
4.4 (0.4) b
3.6 (0.3) a

0.41 ***†
0.44 ***†
0.65 ***†

Progeny with different letters are significantly different (Tukey’s test P < 0.05). For variable abbreviations see Table 1. †Variable on which an
ANCOVA is performed with progeny factor and rachis length as covariable. n.s., non-significant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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date (∑leaves) and stem basal diameter (D). However, no
effect was found for phyllotaxis nor stem height (P > 0.05;
Table 4). Stem diameter was significantly smaller for the
progeny DU, which also emitted a lower number of leaves
from planting date. Important and significant variability was
observed in the number of emitted leaves between progenies
(103–121 leaves between plants), with DA1 and DS developing significantly more leaves than other progenies.
At the leaf scale, difference between progenies were significant (P < 0.05) for all variables. Leaf area and the ratio of
petiole length to rachis length showed the most important
variability between progenies and the highest inter-family heritabilities (0.63 for the ratio and 0.65 for leaf area, Table 4).
DA1 developed leaves with a petiole accounting for a third of
the total leaf length (ratioL = 0.32) whereas DS displayed the
smallest petioles (ratioL = 0.23). The highest density of leaflets (FreqLft) was observed for progeny DS (0.79 leaflet cm−1)
and progeny DL7 displayed the lowest leaf area. Finally, ∂C
displayed large intra-progeny variability (CV = 0.15), leading to a weak inter-family heritability estimated for this trait
(h2 = 0.12).
For leaflet dimensions (LB and WB), progenies exhibited
significant differences and high heritabilities were observed
(h2 > 0.4). Progeny DU had the largest leaflets whereas the
longest ones were observed for progeny DA1.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of fitted curve per progeny (solid lines) for the rachis length (Lrac) (A), the declination at point C (δC) (B), the relative leaflet length (Lrel)
(C), and the relative leaflets width (Wrel) (D). Limits represent the distribution of individual effects (95% confidence intervals estimated from 100 simulations
for each progeny). Mean values of parameters are presented at the lower right of each graphic. See Table 1 for variable abbreviations, Table 2 for
parameter abbreviations, and Table 3 for the equation used for fittings.

Regarding the variables simulated from a combination
of various allometric relationships (Fig. 3B), greater
discrepancies were noted, with greater NRMSE values
ranging from 0.09 to 0.19. The most important differences
between observations and simulations were observed for
rachis heights at points A and C. Leaf area at rank 17
was overestimated on average (bias = 0.23 m2), mainly due
to progeny DU showing important dissimilarities with
observations (NRMSE = 0.16 for this progeny).

Simulation of morphogenetic gradients within the
canopy The average predictions of leaflet area along the
rachis were in accordance with observations, with an RMSE
varying from 19 to 27 cm2 and with a bias <16 cm2 (Fig. 4A).
Predictions of leaf areas according to their position on the
stem were accurate (NRMSE ≤ 0.16) and with low bias except
for progeny DU, which displayed, on average, a larger simulated leaf area than observed (bias = 0.57; Fig. 4B).
Regarding the development of rachis height at point C
(HC) and point A (HA) with leaf rank, HA was slightly underestimated on average (bias = −13.52 cm) with an NRMSE

< 0.2 (Fig. 3B). Similarly, the decrease in HC (Fig. 4D) was
correctly simulated, particularly for progenies DA1 and DY4,
but more errors were detected for progeny DL7 and DS
(bias > 10 cm).

Assessment of variance prediction per progeny 3D mockups of each studied progeny (Fig. 5) revealed the capacity
of the modelling approach to simulate the architectural
genotypic characteristics described above. The quality of
variance prediction was assessed for each trait by analysing
the ratio of simulated SD from 25 mock-ups to the observed
SD (Table 6). No significant difference was reported between
observed and simulated SD for rachis length and the
declination at point C. Likewise, no difference was noticed
for HA and HC (ratio varying from 0.83 to 1.85).
Slight differences were observed for the number of leaflets
for which the predicted SD was higher than that observed for
progenies DA1 and DY4 (ratio = 1.63). Conversely, simulated
variances were lower than observed for petiole length and
leaflet width (Fig. 3A); however, these differences were nonsignificant for all progenies.
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Table 5 Coefficient of variation per progeny and within progenies of variables and parameters associated with allometric relationships.
Significance levels of progeny correspond to the P-value of the likelihood ratio tests between null and progeny models. Significance
levels of individual effect correspond to the P-value of the likelihood ratio tests between progeny and individual models
Individual effect
Variables

Parameters

DA1

DL7

DS

DU

DY4

***
0
0.07
***
0.05
0.18
0.04

*
0
0.07
n.s.
0.06
0.17
0.07

*
0
0.05
n.s.
0.10
0.50
0.07

n.s.
0
0.03
n.s.
0.06
0.34
0.07

*
0
0.05
n.s.
0.19
0.21
0.13

n.s.
0
0.08
n.s.
0.11
0.31
0.13

***
0.15
0.06
***
0.04
0.21
0.01
***

***
0.78
0.20
**
0.16
0.42
0.15
***

***
0.65
0.25
n.s.
0.07
0.30
0.05
***

***
0.72
0.26
n.s.
0.13
0.34
0.13
***

***
0.39
0.15
n.s.
0.18
0.25
0.18
***

***
0.52
0.24
n.s.
0.08
0.23
0.07
***

δc int

0.13

0.42

0.29

0.41

0.45

0.25

δc slp

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.15

0.09

0.10

***
0.16
0.11
***
0.18
0.31
***
0.84
0.05
0.13
***
0.18
0.02
0.09

***
0.48
0.21
n.s.
0.16
0.23
***
0.21
0.16
0.14
***
0.09
0.05
0.15

*
0.36
0.25
*
0.33
0.34
***
0.67
0.11
0.12
***
0.13
0.06
0.16

**
0.31
0.28
n.s.
0.18
0.64
***
0.92
0.07
0.13
**
0.17
0.03
0.08

n.s.
0.58
0.17
n.s.
0.40
0.34
***
0.92
0.04
0.14
***
0.13
0.03
0.12

**
0.20
0.33
*
0.16
0.68
***
0.51
0.13
0.13
***
0.22
0.07
0.14

Plant scale
H
h0 a
hg
D
Dmax
Dslp
LD infl
Leaf scale
Lrac
Lrac int
Lrac slp
NbLft
Nbmax
Nbslp
LNb infl
δc

LB
LB int
LB slp
WB
WB int
WB slp
Lrel
lc
pL
la
Wrel
wc
pW
wa

a
Stem height at planting date (h0) was fixed at 5 cm for all progenies. n.s., non-significant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001). See Table 1 for
variable abbreviations and Table 2 for parameter abbreviations.

Finally, the simulated leaf area SD was higher than that
observed for all progenies except for progeny DS. This difference was only significant for progeny DU, in which the
simulated SD was more than three times higher than the
observed SD.

Discussion
Genetic control of plant architecture
The present study highlighted significant progeny effect for
all studied architectural traits of young plants except for
phyllotaxis and stem height (Table 4). These results are in
accordance with a study by Billote et al. (2010) on adult oil
palms. These authors did not detect a significant difference
in stem height among 15 crosses, whereas high genetic variability was highlighted for leaf and leaflet dimensions (rachis
length, number of leaflets, leaflet length, and leaflet width).

In other species, high heritabilities of plant height and
diameter have been previously observed in several dicotyledons, such as Populus, Eucalyptus, and apple trees (Malus
domesticus) (Bradshaw and Stettler, 1995; Byrne et al., 1997;
Wu and Stettler, 1998; Osorio et al., 2000; Segura et al., 2006),
and monocotyledons, such as rice (Oryza sativa) and maize
(Hung et al., 2012; Yang and Hwa, 2008). In these studies,
heritability values were computed as the ratio of genotypic
variance to phenotypic variance. In our study, the same estimation of heritability was not possible because progenies
were grown without any replicate of each genotype. An interfamily broad-sense heritability (ratio of progeny variance to
phenotypic variance) was thus presented as an index to estimate the stability of the architectural traits within families.
This inter-family broad-sense heritability estimated at a given
plant age was high for stem diameter but close to zero for
stem height. Stem height was, however, significantly different between progenies when taking into account the number
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Fig. 3 Comparison between measured and simulated variables for each progeny 47 MAP (points represent mean values, crossed bars represent the
range of standard deviation around mean value). Simulated variables are extracted from 25 mock-ups generated by VPalm. Declination angle at point C
are represented for leaves located at rank 17 ± 2. For the other variables, the ranks of simulated leaves correspond to the ranks of observed leaves (30 ± 5
in average). Solid line represents the 1:1 line. This figure is available in colour at JXB online.

of leaves produced since planting date (Table 5), suggesting
potential differences in internode lengths.
At the leaf scale, the main difference among progenies was
the length of the petiole relative to leaf length (ratioL), and this
ratio was found to be the most stable trait within progenies
(h2 = 0.63) together with leaf area (h2 = 0.65). Interestingly,
ratioL was much higher for the progeny DA1, which was the

only family selected from an Asian pedigree. Such results indicate the importance of genetic control on leaf morphology, as
has been observed in other species for leaf length and width
(Frary et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2012) and leaf area (Byrne et al.,
1997; Wu and Stettler, 1998). Conversely, the low heritability
found for the declination at point C contrasts with previous
studies that showed high heritability of leaf angle in a maize
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Fig. 4 Evaluation of model reconstruction for five progenies. Mean (continuous lines) and 95% confidence interval (envelopes) of predictions are
calculated from 25 plants simulated with VPalm for each progeny. Points represent observed values.

population (Hung et al., 2012) and genetic control of leaf curvature in Arabidopsis thaliana (Serrano-Cartagena et al., 1999)
and rice based on analyses of mutants (Yang and Hwa, 2008).
In the present study, the significant intra-progeny variability may be explained by genetic segregation and/or by soil and

resource heterogeneity within the field (Welham et al., 2002).
Indeed, even if all plants were grown in the same block, the environmental variability between parcels could be confused with
an inter-progeny genetic effect on the architecture due to the
experimental design. The absence of a linked pedigree between
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Table 6 Comparison between observed and simulated variances 47 MAP. The table shows the ratio of simulated standard deviation
to observed standard deviation. Leaf rank refers to the ranks on which observations were done. Significance levels correspond to the
P-value of the Fisher test between observed and simulated variance
Progeny
Variables

Leaf rank

DA1

DL7

DS

DU

DY4

Lrac
Lp
NbLft

32 ± 6
32 ± 6
34 ± 6
17 ± 2

0.95 n.s.
0.70 n.s.
1.63 *
1.32 n.s.

1.23 n.s.
0.57 *
1.01 n.s.
1.06 n.s.

0.81 n.s.
0.44 **
0.81 n.s.
0.76 n.s.

0.81 n.s.
0.28 ***
0.90 n.s.
1.34 n.s.

1.08 n.s.
0.88 n.s.
1.62 *
1.07 n.s.

31 ± 6
31 ± 6
24 ± 8
24 ± 8
30 ± 4

1.20 n.s.
0.71 **
1.06 n.s.
1.31 n.s.
2.29 n.s.

1.18 n.s.
0.91 n.s.
1.15 n.s.
0.98 n.s.
1.61 n.s.

0.63 ***
0.72 **
0.89 n.s.
1.33 n.s.
0.83 n.s.

1.72 **
0.95 n.s.
0.83 n.s.
1.85 n.s.
3.38 *

1.08 n.s.
0.54 ***
1.06 n.s.
1.03 n.s.
1.53 n.s.

δC
LB
WB
HC
HA
Area

n.s., non-significant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. For variable abbreviations see Table 1.

the studied families, and the lack of genetic information as well
as information on soil characteristics, meant that we were not
able to separate genetic effect from environmental effect. In the
future, the integration of architectural phenotypic data in an
experimental design involving crosses with known pedigree or
clones could lead to a better depiction of the genetic control
(QTL analysis) of architectural traits as previously performed
for production variables in oil palm (Tisné et al., 2015).

Using allometry to analyse genotypic variability
The use of distinct response curves has been proposed as a way
to account for the genetic variability of responses to environmental conditions in plant models (Tardieu, 2003). Likewise,

allometric relationships have been used for modelling the architecture of different genotypes (Casella and Sinoquet, 2003;
Rey et al., 2008). Our allometry-based approach was particularly appropriate for oil palm because it displays a very simple
branching pattern. Indeed, the regular succession of phytomers in a single axis allowed us to study and describe the wholeplant architecture solely with allometric relationships based
on leaf position on the stem or leaflet position on the rachis.
However, allometric rules may not be sufficient to describe
plants that exhibit a complex branching pattern (Lopez et al.,
2008; Costes et al., 2008). Nonetheless, the principle of coupling mathematical functions describing the relationships
between plant variables (allometric relationships or response
curves to environmental variables) with a mixed-effect model,
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Fig. 5 Three-dimensional mock-ups simulated with VPalm. (A) Representation of an average plant for each progeny (generated from parameters mean
values per progeny). (B) Top view of the 17th expanded leaf taken from the plant in panel (A). This figure is available in colour at JXB online.
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Model simulation and accuracy of 3D reconstruction
In most modelling approaches, the general assessment of
plant reconstruction relies on quantitative comparisons
between means observed and simulated values for geometrical (Sonohat et al., 2006) or topological descriptors (Costes
et al., 2008), or for more integrative features related to ecophysiological variables such as light interception (Casella and
Sinoquet, 2003; Louarn et al., 2008). In the current study, the
quality of plant reconstruction was evaluated both in terms
of mean and variance. The overall comparison showed the
accuracy of the model reconstruction because it reproduced

the main differences in architectural traits between progenies (Fig. 3 and Table 6). Nevertheless, model simulation
accuracy tended to decrease when considering integrative
variables simulated by a set of equations (e.g. leaf area for
progeny DU).
Contrary to the variables simulated only through direct
allometric relationships (Lrac or L), assessing the general
quality of the 3D mock-ups generated by VPalm was not
straightforward. An initial validation of the quality of the
simulated 3D mock-ups was performed for the height of the
rachis extremity but further investigations need to be carried
out for the intra-canopy structure of plants, for instance, by
using hemispherical photographs (Louarn et al., 2008) or terrestrial LiDAR (Côté et al., 2009).

Exploration of genotypic performance using 3D
reconstruction
The architectural dissimilarities reported here between progenies, such as the number of leaflets per leaf, leaf curvature,
and leaf shape, confer different spatial arrangements of
leaves that likely influence light capture efficiency at the plant
and leaf scale (Takenaka 1994; Takenaka et al., 2001; Falster
and Westoby 2003; Dauzat et al., 2008). The combination
of the reconstruction model proposed here with a radiative
balance model would enable us to address the influence of
plant architecture on light interception, considering not only
inter-progeny variability but also intra-progeny variability.
One originality of our approach was to integrate differences
in ontogenetic gradients among plants, which increases the
potential to generate plant architecture at different stages
over a plant’s lifetime. However, the conservation of constant
allometric relationships related to plant components and
morphologies during development is questionable and would
need further investigation (Niklas, 1995).
The integration of inter-progeny and inter-individual variability in plant architecture is a first step towards investigating
the impact of the architecture of oil palms on their performance in the field. Forthcoming work will be dedicated to sensitivity analyses coupling our structural model with a radiative
balance model to identify the key architectural traits involved
in light interception efficiency. Further research could also
include a transition from the static model proposed here to a
dynamic model with a trade-off between 3D architecture, light
interception, photosynthesis, and plant growth over time (Vos
et al., 2010). Such prospects would involve coupling this architectural model with a dedicated plant growth simulator (Pallas
et al., 2013), allowing the simulation of retroactions between
plant functioning, growth, and production.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at JXB online.
Table S1. Progenies description
Table S2. Monitoring of data collection.
Table S3. Mean and SD of parameters used in allometric
relationships for the five studied progenies.
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as proposed here, remains relevant to any modelling approach
that aims to describe genotypic behaviours.
Mixed-effect models have mainly been used in descriptive
modelling approaches that deal with genotype–environment
interactions (Smith et al., 2005) or, more recently, to enhance
the predictive capacity of agronomic and forest growth models (Hall and Bailey, 2001; Nothdurft et al., 2006; Baey et al.,
2013; Le Bec et al., 2015). Characterizing genetic behaviour
through mixed-effects models is nevertheless possible when
data are available for a large number of individuals. 3D plant
reconstructions based on allometric relationships were thus
preferred to digitizing because of the significant time saving.
In this study, the allometric relationships selected had the
benefit of using model parameters linked to geometrical
and topological properties. Consequently, parameters could
be directly measured in future studies (using these already
defined allometric relationships) to avoid having to make
exhaustive measurements to estimate parameters from curve
fitting. This trade-off between model accuracy and sampling
effort is fully justified in cases of quantitative genetics and
studies on plant architecture that require a large number of
individuals to be phenotyped.
Another advantage of using an allometric approach is
the possibility of characterizing contrasting profiles of
ontogenetic and morphogenetic gradients between progenies
(Table 5 and Fig. 2). Hence, not only could we compare plant
architecture at a given time, we could also examine the temporal variability of architectural traits. This allowed us to
detect features such as differential stem growth that were not
identified at 47 MAP.
Progeny effects were, however, estimated trait by trait,
without considering correlations between traits. Correlations
between traits could be considered in further studies on the
genetic determinism of plant architecture as a whole. From
this perspective, methods discriminating classes of architecture from similarity indices between structures (Segura et al.,
2008b; Kawamura et al., 2013) could be relevant. However, the
classes mainly reflect the variation in the object sizes or number
of components. In addition, in the absence of a genetic interaction between architectural components, such an approach may
lead to a loss of important phenotypic information for breeding. Alternatively, a system of equations representing the trait
dynamics or co-variations of trajectories, as proposed by Wu
et al. (2011) could be used to study the genetic determinants of
developmental processes of plant architecture.
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Figure S1. Experimental design.
Figure S2. Leaflet length adjustment with different sample
size from observed data.
Figure S3. Comparison of the number of leaflets on each
side of rachis.
Figure S4. Length of leaflets along the rachis measured on
each side of leaf.
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